YES, YOU CAN LEARN TO DRAW!
________________________________________________
With your instructor: Robin Coalson
I know, I know...you "Can't draw a straight line"...so you're hopelessly
doomed when it comes to drawing...right?? Oh so wrong!
People will take a class or pay for lessons to learn how to play an
instrument, speak a foreign language or waltz around the ballroom, but when
it comes to drawing, folks think you "either have it or you don't".
But you CAN learn to draw! This is a class specifically for those who have
little or no drawing ability, and for those who want to improve their drawing
skills.
Are you stuck using stencils for your carving designs? Do you get lost
when you remove your stencil or carve deeper into your project? Are
you just basically embarrassed because you're supposed to be "artistic",
but you can't draw? Can you draw certain things with ease, but have a
horrible time with other subject matter? Or do you simply want to learn
a new, artistic skill??
Let Robin help you learn to draw in this fun and informative class.
You'll learn:
WHY you have so much trouble when you try to draw...
WHY certain subject matter may seem easier to draw than others..
HOW to set up your environment for drawing success..
WHY you want to plug your nose (no, really...you do!)
HOW to see correctly so you can draw...
WHAT your brain has to do with it...
HOW a scrap of paper can be one of your best drawing tools...
TOOLS to help you get your proportions right....
WHY you want to draw shapes, not things...
AND...HOW TO DRAW THINGS SO THEY LOOK LIKE WHAT
THEY ARE SUPPOSED TO BE.
This is a beginners class and will focus on line drawings...getting things
looking correct and in proportion. For shading and other more advanced

drawing skills, check out the follow up class..."IMPROVE YOUR
DRAWINGS WITH LIGHT AND SHADOW".
This is a one day, intensive hands-on class.
9:00-5:00 (includes lunch)...Bring a sketchbook. Pencils, erasers and
handouts included.
$350.00
Your Instructor:
Robin Coalson has been a professional artist for over 25 years. Along with
her many years as a mural painter, designer and carver, Robin has taught art
and drawing to students and adults alike for over 7 years. She has the ability
to explain and demonstrate new techniques and skills in a very
understandable and fun way. Her work can be seen at :
www.robincoalsonstudio.com

